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Abstract

Whenwaves scattermultiple times in 3D randommedia, a disorder driven phase transition from

diffusion to localizationmay occur (Anderson 1958Phys. Rev. 109 1492–505; Abrahams et al 1979

Phys. Rev. Lett. 42 673–6). In ‘The question of classical localization: a theory of white paint?’Anderson

suggested the possibility to observe light localization in TiO2 samples (Anderson 1985 Phil.Mag.B 52

505–9).We recently claimed the observation of localization effectsmeasuring photon time offlight

(ToF) distributions (Störzer et al 2006Phys. Rev. Lett. 96 063904) and evaluating transmission profiles

(TPs) (Sperling et al 2013Nat. Photonics 7 48–52) in such TiO2 samples. Here we present a careful

study of the long time tail of ToF distributions and the long time behavior of the TPwidth for very thin

samples and different turbidities that questions the localization interpretation.We further shownew

data that allow an alternative consistent explanation of these previous data by a fluorescence process.

An adapted diffusionmodel including an appropriate exponential fluorescence decay accounts for the

shape of the ToF distributions and the TPwidth. These observations questionwhether the strong

localization regime can be reachedwith visible light scattering in polydisperse TiO2 samples, since the

disorder parameter can hardly be increased any further in such a ‘white paint’material.

1. Introduction

The prediction of a disorder inducedmetal-insulator phase transitionmade byAnderson [1] and the

generalization as awave phenomenon [6] stimulatedmany theoretical and experimental studies overmore than

50 years [7]. Scaling theory predicts a phase transition from classical diffusion to localization to occur above two-

dimensions only [2, 8]. Furthermore, advances [9, 10] in the self-consistent theory [11] predict a position and

time dependent diffusion coefficient in the localized regime. Experimental verifications of this phase transition

in three-dimensional highly scatteringmedia has been a challenging task ever since. There are experimental

reports with light [4, 5, 12, 13], ultrasound [14] and ultra cold atoms [15–18], but doubts have been raised

concerning the interpretation of some of these results in terms of localization of light waves ([19–21] and

[22, 23]) and for ultra cold atoms [24, 25].

This controversial discussion illustrates the difficulty to carry out sufficiently complete and accurate sets of

experiments, to fabricate appropriate samples and,finally, to reach a consistent interpretation of all results. In

previous publications [4, 5, 23, 26–29]we interpreted ourmeasurements on strongly scattering TiO2 powders as

evidence for strong localization of light in three-dimensions, as suggested byAnderson [3]. However,

inconsistencies of recent data with the interpretation of Anderson localization led us to perform additional

sensitive experimental tests.

In this article, after presenting our experimental setups (section 2), wewill show (in section 3)newmultiple

light scatteringmeasurements, where deviations from the diffusion theory are observed.While these deviations

were previously interpreted as Anderson localization, we nowobserve similar deviations in regimes of weak

multiple scatteringwhere Anderson localization should not occur. In section 4, we characterize aweak

fluorescent signal we find in all powders that were supposed to localize and show that the scaling of the
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deviations fromdiffusionwith the disorder strength can be explained by a single exponential decay of this

fluorescence process.We reinterpret previously published datawith the help of a diffusionmodel including this

fluorescence lifetime process (section 5). These experiments show that a weakfluorescent signal in some of our

‘white paint’materials wasmisinterpreted as a signature of strong light localization.

2.Methods

Time delayed photons, i.e. photons that spendmore time inside amultiple scatteringmedium than expected for

classical diffusion, have previously been used to look for light localization [4, 5]. Our light source is a

femtosecond pulsed laser system tunable between 550 and 650 nm (further described in [5]). On the detection

side, we use a photomultiplier (HPM-100-40, Becker &Hickl GmbH) for ToFmeasurements [29, 30] and an

ultra fast gateable camera system (Picostar, LaVision) for TPmeasurements [5, 31].

Our samples are ‘white’ powdersmade of TiO2 nano-particles (n 2.5anatase » and n 2.7rutile » [32]). The

high refractive index of the rutile phase and the low absorption in the usedwavelength rangemake them an ideal

material for scattering experiments. These samples are commercially available powders fromDuPont and

Sigma-Aldrich, characterized in detail in [30, 31, 33, 34]. Deviations from classical diffusion have been observed

for three powders fromDuPont in the rutile phase (R700, R902 andR104) [5]. For samples with a typical filling

fraction of 50%, thesewhite powders have an inverse turbidity kl*of 2.8, 3.4 and 3.7 [31], where kl* is defined as

the product of thewave vector k and the transportmean free path l*. Their polydispersities range between

25–45%with amean diameter varying from233 to 273 nm.Anatase as well as rutile powders fromSigma-

Aldrich (respectively AA andAR)with kl 6.4* = and 5.2 did not show any deviation from the diffusive behavior

[26, 35] and are therefore used as diffusive reference samples (seefigure 1(a)). AAhas amean particle size of

170 nmwith 47%polydispersity andARhas amean particle size of 540 nmwith 37%polydispersity [31].

3.Questioning the localization interpretation

3.1. Samples thinner than the previously inferred localization length

The theory of Anderson localization predicts thewaves to be confined to a certain length scale, the localization

length ξ. In previous experiments, this lengthwas obtained fromTPmeasurements, finding 670 mR700x m= for

R700 [5]. It is expected that decreasing the thickness of the slab-shaped samples well below the localization

lengthwill lead to a reduction of the localization signatures since large spatial localizingmodes should be

significantly disturbed by boundary effects. Figure 1 showsToF distributions of AA andR700 for various

thicknesses L.

A series of R700 samples, where the largest sample is just as thick as the earlier evaluated localization length,

can be seen infigure 1(b). For comparison, figure 1(a) shows twoAA samples. A diffusive fit [35] for the thinnest

Figure 1. (a)ToF distributions for a thin (L=0.72 mm) and a very thin (L=0.27 mm)AA sample are shown. The diffusion fit (solid
gray lines)matches perfectly. (b) Size dependent ToF distributions for R700 starting from a small sample size (L=0.69 mm) going
down to very thin sample sizes (L=0.21 mm). The diffusive fit (solid gray line)does notmatch at long times. Black lines (guide to the
eye) are shown to emphasize the exponential behavior. The incident wavelength is 590 nm for allmeasurements.
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and the thickest sample of eachmaterial is shown (gray lines)4. For all R700 samples, even those in the L x<
regime, a clear deviation from the diffusion theory is present at long times. The photons in the long time tail

seem to occur as a second exponential (black lines infigure 1(b))with a larger time constant. In contrast, all AA

andAR samples (data not shown for AR) closely follow the diffusion theory predictions.

3.2.Decreasing the turbidity

In 3D, Anderson localization occurs as a disorder driven phase transition.We quantify the disorder by the

turbidity kl 1* -( ) as obtained from thewidth of coherent backscattering cone. A sensitive test to checkwhether

the long time tail originates from a second process different from localization is to strongly decrease the disorder

(increase kl*). In previous experiments the turbidity was varied by using different powders [4] and by changing

the incident wavelength [5, 29]. Here, we expand the accessible range of kl* by lowering the refractive index

contrast between the particles (refractive index of n 2.7» [32]) and the surroundingmedium, increasing thus

the transportmean free path l*, by replacing air (n= 1) by agarose gel (n 1.33» ) as a surroundingmedium.

Figure 2(a) shows a ToF distribution (nofilter, black curve) of R700 surrounded by agarose gel. Coherent

backscattering [36, 37]was used to quantify kl 10* » .Measuring the same sample with a 590 nmbandpassfilter

(10 nmFWHM;BP590, orange squares infigure 2(a)), as described in [29], allows us to probe the light

transmitted at the incident wavelength. Diffusive fits for bothmeasurements are plotted in gray. The ToFwith

filter follows the expected distribution for diffusive transport [35] better than the non-filtered onewhich shows a

muchmore pronounced upturn for the long time tail. Thus this long time tailmust have beenwavelength

shifted, and is unlikely to be caused by localization since kl 10* » should be far in the diffusive regime. The same

measurement was also performedwithwater or glycerol as surroundingmedium, leading to the same result.

Similarly, signs of localization are testedwith the TPmethod [5] by suspending R700 inwater and evaluating

the transmission profile widthwith andwithout the 590 nmbandpass filter (see figure 2(b)). Thewidth of the

transmitted profile should show a linear increase for a diffusive sample [38]. The data withoutfilter (black dots)

show a deviation from the linear diffusive increase of thewidth at long times. This deviation occurs similar to the

one observed in [5], but in a higher kl* regime. The same results were obtained for the TPwith glycerol as

surroundingmedium.Note that in both ToF andTPwith a bandpass filter, deviations from classical diffusion

can be observed [29]. However, thefilter has a FWHMbandwidth of 10 nmand thus somewavelength shifted

light can still pass to the detector.

In conclusion,measuring ToFs andTPs, we observedwavelength shifted photons leading to kinks at long

times, whichwere earlier interpreted as localization signatures. These observations are nowpresent in a regime

of low turbidity where no localization effects are expected.

Figure 2.ToF distributions (a) andTPwidths (b) for a fixed incident wavelength 590 nmincl = with (orange squares) andwithout
(black dots) bandpassfilter set to the incident wavelength (FWHM10 nm). In (a) a sample (L 2.3 0.1=  mm) of R700 solved in
agarose gel was used. The gray lines showdiffusion fits for both curves. Inset: backscattering cone used to determine themean free
path (l 1.0 0.1* m=  m) [36]. In (b)R700 powderwas solved inH2O (ratio 1:1). The profile widthwas determined following [5].

4
The noise in thefit-curves is due to the convolution of the theory-functionwith ameasured laser reference pulse [29].
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3.3. Static transmission data

In diffusive (kl 1* ), sufficiently thick (L l* ) and absorbing slabs, the transmission scales with

L Lexp a-( ), with La themacroscopic absorption length. In contrast, in the localization regime the total

transmission is dominated by the localization length and is proportional to Lexp x-( ) on top of absorption

[19]. In early experiments, indications of localizationwere found in static transmissionmeasurements

performed on slabs of R700 [26, 27]. The static transmission data could not be explained by absorption only.

Deviations were found to be in accordwith the inferred localization length extracted from localization fits ([35],

equation (2) in [26]).

At this time the absorption lengthwas obtained as a result of this localization fit on the ToF distributions, and

gave a result of L 157 ma m= ([26], see black line infigure 3). Extracting the absorption length by fitting only the

diffusive part of R700ToF distributions by diffusion theory yields a smaller average absorption length of

L 106.5 8.8 ma m=  than the one obtained by the localization fit5. This new absorption length value allows us

to re-interpret the static transmission data of [26, 27]. The exponential decay is now explainable by absorption

alone (gray dotted line infigure 3).

Similarly, earlier claims of light localization in 3DbyWiersma et al in the transmission coefficient [12] could

also be explained by absorption [19, 21]. The same exponential signatures of localized light and absorbed light in

static transmission datamake it very difficult to distinguish these effects and should be handledwith care. A clear

data analysis can only be guaranteed by an absorption-free time-resolvedmethod such as the transmission

profile widthmeasurements fromSperling et al [5]. However figure 2(b) questions the interpretation of

these data.

4. Signs of aweakfluorescent signal

We showed infigure 2(a) a first crude spectral analysis of the ToF distribution for a sample consisting of R700

embedded in agarose. Thismeasurement indicates that the deviation in the long time tail originates from

wavelength shifted photonswith respect to the incident value 590 nmincl = . Infigure 4we further investigate

the spectral shift of the photons in the long time tail.

ToFs of a pure R700 sample weremeasured using differentfilters, similarly tomeasurements performed in

[29]. The distributionwith nofilter between the sample and the detector (black dots) shows a strong upturn of

the long time tail. Ameasurement with a bandpass filter around 590 nm reveals that the non-wavelength shifted

light propagates through the sample diffusively6 (orange squares). Ameasurement with a shortpass filter

blocking all photons above 600 nm (blue down triangle) highlights that the long time tail is dominated by red

shifted light: the long time tail is blocked by the SP600filter. The ToF using a longpass filter for wavelengths

above 550 nm (red up triangle)nearlymatches themeasurement with nofilter, strengthening the observation of

a signal in the red shifted region7.

Figure 3.Total transmission of a R700 sample as a function of sample thickness L normalized to l*. Same data as in [27]. The gray
dotted line shows an exponential according to the absorption length L 106.5 ma m= with an error of 8.8 mm (red lines) obtained by
diffusion fits to the ToF data offigure 7(a). The absorption decay can explain the data, without assuming localization effects. The black
line shows an exponential according to L 157 ma m= , as obtained in [26].

5
Despite better data evaluation, we nowuse a diffusion fit instead of a localization fit. It turned out that the diffusion fit results in reliable

absorption times for all samples of one powder, whereas the localization fit didmatch the data poorly and produced scattered (and quite
different) absorption times.
6
Up to the small effect in the late time due to thefinite width of the BP590whichwas already discussed in section 3.2.

7
These observations are in contrast to earlier observations published in [27], inwhich a problemwith the used filter can not be excluded.
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In the spectral study shown infigure 4, all the photons in the long time tail occur as red shifted light. In

figure 2(a) the long time tail occurs for wavelength shifted photons in a low scattering regime. An exponential

behavior of the long time tail in ToF distributions for very thin samples is observed infigure 1(b). All together,

these observations suggest that localization claims do not hold anymore and that a lifetime process, such as

fluorescence, ismost likely the source of these photons.

Thus, in order to quantify the origin of the long time tail in the ToF and the kink in the TPmeasurements we

search for afluorescent signal in the visible region. Thewhite powders are therefore spectrally analyzed in a

sensitivemicro-luminescencemicroscope setup, further described in [39]. The light source is a widely tunable

pulsed ps-laser system and the detector is an EMCCD8 placed behind amonochromator grating. In all samples

thatwere previously claimed to localize (R700, R902, R104) aweak fluorescent signal is observedwith a broad

emission in the visible range. The photo luminescence (PL) spectra of R700, R902, R104 andAA are shown in

figure 5(a). All samples are excited at 485 nmincl = with a laser power of P 50 Wm= . A 500 nm longpass filter

was used tofilter the scattered laser light. R700 shows the strongest signal followed byR902 andR104. For AAno

fluorescent signal within the sensitivity of the setup is observed. This relative intensity dependency follows the

material dependent kl*—scaling of the observed deviations fromdiffusion in [4, 5, 30, 31, 33]. Nofluorescent

signal was detected for a rutile phase powder fromAldrich (data not shown), excluding the rutile phase to be the

origin of the deviations fromdiffusion.

Figure 4.ToF distribution of a R700 sample (L=0.83 mm)measuredwithoutfilter (nofilter), a bandpassfilter around 590 nm
(BP590), a shortpassfilter 600 nm (SP600) and a longpassfilter above 550 nm (LP550)with an incident wavelength 590 nmincl = .
The red shifted photons show a long time tail, indicating afluorescencewhile the blue shifted and non-shifted light behaves purely
diffusively.

Figure 5. (a)Emission spectra of R700 (red dots), R902 (orange triangles), R104 (yellow diamonds) andAA (black squares)with
485 nmincl = using a long pass 500 nmfilter and a laser power of P 50 Wm= . (b) Lifetimemeasurements for two different incident

wavelengths (585 nm (orange squares) and 561 nm (green dots)). The corresponding bi-exponential fit is shown as black line. The first
exponent corresponds to the electronic setup response and can be ignored.

8
Electronmultiplying charge-coupled device.
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Measurements of thefluorescent lifetime of the samples were possible with aHanbury–Brown–Twiss

experiment followed by an avalanche photodiode (see [39]). An average lifetime of 3.85 0.07Lt =  nswas

extracted from exponential fits to lifetimemeasurements for two incident wavelengths 585 nmincl = and

561 nmincl = (see figure 5(b)).

In [29] an increase of the long time tail for shorter wavelengthwas observed, explained by thewavelength

dependency of kl*. Figure 6(a) shows PL spectra of R700 for three different incident wavelengths. For shorter

wavelength, the PL spectra increase as can be seen in the inset offigure 6(a) in a range from540 to 590 nm. This

measurement explains the increase of the long time tail in ToF distributions and stronger deviations for TPswith

decreasingwavelengthwithout assuming localization effects.

The power dependent study of the fluorescence of R700 infigure 6(b) shows an increase with increasing

incident power. The inset offigure 6(b) shows the power dependent integrated intensity. A slight saturation is

observed as expected from fluorescence. This is in contrast to the nonlinear power dependent increase of the

long time tail in ToF distributions in [29–31], which have found an increase in the long time transmitted

intensity with higher power. Thismight be due to the fact that the ToFwasmeasured in transmission, while the

fluorescence spectrawere recorded in reflection. A volume of saturation for thefluorescence excitation located

near the incident surface, growingwith incident intensity, would explain such geometrical difference.

The occurrence of thisfluorescence only in powders fromDuPont led to the search of impurities in these

white paintmaterials. An elementary analysis showed 0.2%of carbon inR700, which could originate from

organicmaterial. InAA andARno carbonwas found, consistent with the absence of afluorescent signal.

5. A time delayingfluorescent diffusionmodel

To test whether themeasuredfluorescent signal suffices to explain our old and newdata, we extended the ToF

intensity distribution I(t) and the time dependentwidth of the TP, both known from the diffusion theory

[26, 35, 38], by including afluorescence decay.We assume that there is an absorption rate rfl bywhich photons

traveling through the sample are absorbed. Those photons are re-emitted after a time td with a probability

density proportional to texp d flt-( ), flt being the fluorescence lifetime. For a photon that, without

fluorescence, takes a time tsc to travel through the sample, this gives a probability density of being delayed by an

additional time td due tofluorescence of

p t t r t t r t
t

t t
, 1

exp

exp d
. 1sc d fl sc d fl sc

d fl

0
flò

d
t

t
= - +

-

- ¢ ¢
¥( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( )
( )

Thefirst termof the sum takes into account the photons thatwere not delayed (t 0d = ), while the second

describes thosewhich participated in afluorescence event. The absorption rate rfl is sufficiently small that

re-absorption offluorescent photons can be neglected.

Figure 6. (a)PL spectra for three incident wavelengths (540 nm (blue dots), 565 nm (green squares) and 580 nm (red diamonds)) are
shown using a longpass 595 nm filter. Inset: integrated PLE spectra for incl between 540 and 590 nm (arbitrary unit). (b)PL spectra for
three laser powers (60 Wm (red dots) 20 Wm (orange squares) and 10 Wm (yellow diamonds))with 485 nmincl = using a longpass
500 nmfilter. Inset: integrated PLE spectrum for laser power between 1 and 60 Wm .
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Let us recall that I tsc( ) is the intensity of photons that arrive at time tscwithoutfluorescence. The intensity

I tfl ( ) for a sample showing fluorescence can nowbe calculated by integrating I t t tsc d= -( ) over all delay

times, weighted by the delay probability density p t t t,d d-( ) that the photons take an additional time td due to

fluorescence. This gives a ToF distribution of

I t I t t p t t t t, d . 2
t

fl
0

d d d dò= - -( ) ( )( ) ( )

For the TPwidth, I(t) in equation (2)needs to be replaced by a position dependent intensity distribution I r t,( )

to give a 2Dprofile I r t,fl ( ) fromwhich thewidth can be calculated according to [38]. For fitting, the curves

calculatedwith equation (2)were convolutedwith the time dependent detector response function for both the

ToF and the TPwidth data.

Infigure 7 ToF andTPmeasurements of R700 for different sample thickness are shown and fitted (black

lines)with the extended diffusion equations that includefluorescence (equation (2)). The corresponding ToF

distribution andTPwidth are alwaysfitted togetherwith the same set of parameters. Each dataset was fittedwith

only four free parameters: the fluorescence rate rfl, the (usual) absorption time at , the diffusion constantD and

an offset to compensate the spot size enlargement caused by the finite size of the illuminating beam in the TP

measurements. Note that the fluorescence lifetime is notfitted but set to 3.85flt = ns as obtained from lifetime

measurements shown infigure 5(b). The second exponential in the ToFs is recovered verywell by this decay

time. In general a remarkable good agreementwith the data is observed. The upturn of the long time tail in the

ToF distributions can be explained by the extended theory.We are furthermore able to explain all features of the

TPwidthmeasurements, in particular the thickness dependent saturation and narrowing at long times, without

invoking localization effects (contrary to [5]). The latter appears essentially because photons on relatively short

diffusion paths (arriving at the backside of the slab at times t maxt< ) contributemostly to the central part of the

TP and thus, their fluorescence signal, which is delayed by the fluorescence lifetime, appearsmostly in the central

part of the TP. This effect gives rise to the peak in the TPwidth. Thefits give an average fluorescence absorption

rate of r 0.0044 0.0006fl =  ns−1, an average diffusion constant of D 11.9 0.7=  m2 s−1 and an average

absorption time of 0.92 0.03at =  ns.

6. Conclusion

In this article, we present newmeasurements that show features previously interpreted as signs of Anderson

localization [4, 5, 23, 26–29], but in regimeswhere no localization should occur. ToFmeasurements of very thin

samples (L x< ) still show deviations fromdiffusion, contrary to an expected transition to pure diffusion in the
Anderson localization picture. Furthermore, lowering the turbidity kl 1* -( ) by changing the surrounding

mediumof the scattering particles does not affect the long time tail. This is also unexpected for Anderson

localization since kl* is well above the expected transition value for these samples.Wewere also able to show that

Figure 7.Measured ToF distributions (a) andTPwidths (b) of R700 for different sample sizes L. ToF data taken from [31]. TP data
taken from [5]. Diffusion fits includingfluorescence from equation (2)withfixed 3.85flt = ns are shown as black lines. For each
sample size, the corresponding ToF andTP arefitted together, the ToF in log space and the TP in real space. The fit depends only on
four fit parameters (rfl, at ,D and an offset to compensate thefinite size of the illuminating beam in the TPmeasurements).
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the static transmission data of [26, 27], previously interpreted as a localization signature, can be actually

describedwith absorption only, furtherweakening the interpretation of localization.

Besides the aforementioned observed inconsistencies, the deviations fromdiffusion occurred as a red shifted

signal in ToF distributions. Thuswemeasured PL spectra for allmentioned powders in afluorescence

microscope setup, with the result that all powders earlier claimed to localize (R104, R700, R902) show aweak

fluorescence signal in the visible. Probably by chance, the samples with low kl* (reached either by using different

samples or by changing the incident wavelengths) are thosewhere thefluorescence signal is the strongest.

Finally, we performed a calculation based on diffusion theory, but including a lifetime process. This

modified theory is able tofit all our data, both ToFs andTPs, with excellent agreement. Ameasured lifetime of

thefluorescence is used in the fits as afixed parameter and explains the second exponential decay verywell.

These results strongly suggest that all deviations frompure diffusion in our ‘white paint’ powders are caused

by aweakfluorescence and do not originate fromAnderson localization. Chemical analysis of the powders

showed that they additionally contain carbon, implying thefluorescence to originate fromorganic impurities.

However, the exact origin of thefluorescence is still unknowndue to the low concentration of the impurities.

In summary, Anderson localization of light in 3Dhas still not been observed yet, neither in the infrared

(reported in [12], questioned in [19] and refuted in [21])nor in the visible (reported in [4, 5], questioned in [22]

and refuted in this article). Although attempts have beenmadewith higher refractive indexmaterials

(macroporous GaP—bulk refractive index of 3.3—[13], Ge powder—bulk refractive index of 4—[40]), they all

failed to reach the localization transition. Recent theoretical predictions suggest that near field effects could

suppress Anderson localization of light in a 3D ensemble of point scatterers [41]. Furthermore, recent numerical

simulations and experimental data explored the effect of nearfield coupling betweenMie scatterers on the

transport properties of light, so far only in the diffusive regime [42].

Is this the end of 3DAnderson localization of light? The present reasonable answer is no: it has just not been

observed yet. The quest should continuewith high index ‘white paint’ samples, getting rid of anyfluorescent

signal, and by increasing the scattering strength to currently unreached low kl* values (either in the visible or in

the IR). Thismight be achieved by lowering the polydispersity and thus tuning the scattering toMie-resonances

inmonodispersematerials.
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